Leonard: My Fifty-Year Friendship With A Remarkable Man
Leonard Nimoy and William Shatner first crossed paths as actors on the set of The Man from
U.N.C.L.E. Little did they know that their next roles, in a new science-fiction television series, would
shape their lives in ways no one could have anticipated. In 79 television episodes and six feature
films, they grew to know each other more than most friends could ever imagine. Over the course of
half a century, Shatner and Nimoy saw each other through personal and professional highs and
lows. In this powerfully emotional audiobook, Shatner tells the story of a man who was his friend for
five decades, recounting anecdotes and untold stories of their lives on and off set as well as
gathering stories from others who knew Nimoy well, to present a full picture of a rich life. As much a
biography of Nimoy as a story of their friendship, Leonard is a uniquely heartfelt book written and
read by one legendary actor in celebration of another.
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Customer Reviews

Primarily this is a bio of Leonard, secondarily a bio of Shatner. It’s also a mutual career
synopsis/filmography. Shatner recounts much of their work, and their consuming hobbies outside of
work. That's a lot of ground to cover. When it comes to recounting friendship, Shatner is more
vague. By Chapter 14, he claims "the details fade over time" and that his memories of their
friendship are "emotional more than specific". So there's not a lot on their friendship, other than very
brief recountings of projects they worked on together, mentions of dinners or personal
conversations, how they laughed together in limos or flew to conventions together in planes. That
part is sketchy. One aside, in the last few years word has come out over what a total @#$@ Roddenberry was. A truly ugly incident recounted in this book just cements that. Shatner also recounts how he and Nimoy fell out in Nimoy’s last years over Shatner’s wanting him to appear in the documentary “The Captains”. I’m sure Nimoy put up with a lot over the years with Shatner’s ego. Still they were friends of a sort for decades. But Shatner claims that after an incident where he recorded Nimoy speaking at a convention to use in this documentary (after Nimoy had said no) Nimoy never spoke or communicated with him directly again. Shatner claims he’s a loss to know what he did so wrong - but he often claimed such blindspots and misunderstandings in past instances in the book. He’s rather like the Jane Austen character who says that selfishness has to be forgiven because there’s no hope of a cure. And in a way, he’s right in that with his narcissistic personality, you either have to accept that he is as he is, or drop him -- because he’s unlikely to change.

William Shatner always writes easy to read books, and this one was special, being a tribute to the actor who was his colleague, his friend, and who shared so many different experiences with him, both professional and personal. I learned a lot about Leonard Nimoy that I didn’t know, not just as an exceptional actor and Mr. Spock, but as a family man, a great friend, and a perfectionist in his career as well as his interests outside his work. And he had so many other interests, from photography to flying, and singing to poetry and writing, to the useful art of bicycling. He was truly a multi-talented man. A man who gave his all in everything, and tried very hard to make things better in the world around him. He made many contributions that will continue to be felt and appreciated by many in the years ahead. The contributions to this book by Leonard Nimoy’s family and friends were wonderful inclusions that brought a clearer, more personal touch to his personality, and spotlighted many of his struggles, worries and fears, his charm and humor, and his ultimate success. Some of the contributors include John DeLancie, Steve Guttenberg, D C Fontana, Adam Nimoy, George Takei, Tom Selleck, and others. What a great guy is Leonard Nimoy. And I believe he would have applauded and understood William Shatner’s choice to stay at a Red Cross event he was already at when the tragic death occurred, making money for the needy, rather than crying off to go to his friends funeral, and thereby letting down everyone at the charity event depending on him. Shatner’s daughters attended the funeral, and thus represented his presence.
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